
Assignment 4 

31.03.2004 Due date: 21.04.2004 

 

Grammar 

You regularly receive new books, CDs, Videos etc. from different publishers for your 
library. You have to update the database of your library application to reflect the recent 
changes in the stock of the library. 

The publishers are nice people and help you accomplishing this task by providing you 
with a list of the items they have delivered to your library. Here is an example list: 

Addison Wesley[ 

Bücher[ 

Informatik[ 

Compilerbau[ 

(Aho;Compilerbau; 03027898; 1999) 

] 

 

EchtzeitSysteme[ 

(Rogerio de Lemos, Christina Gacek, Alexander 

Romanovsky; Architecting Dependable Systems; 03029743; 2003)  

 

] 

] 

Kochen[ 

(Michael Roux; Der Meisterkoch: Nur das Beste; 33452465654; 2003) 

(Alfred Biolek, Eckart Witzigmann; Rezepte wie wir sie moegen; 

38987654; 2003) 

(Michael Roux; Der Meisterkoch: Nur das Beste; 33452465654; 2003) 

] 

] 

] 

The list has the following structure: A list consists of a name (e.g. “Addison Wesley“ and 
“Compilerbau“) followed by the body of the list embedded in brackets [ ]. The listname of 
the first list is the publisher, the remaining lists denote name of catalogues. The body of 
the list contains an arbitray number of other lists and datasets. A datasets consists of a 
set of attributes (author, title, ISBN, year or appearance), which are separated from each 



other using a semicolon and the dataset itself is delimited by ( ). The author-field can 
contain more than one author. The authors are separated from each other with a 
comma. 

Assignment: 

o Write a grammar that reflects the strucure of the list using Coco/R 
(/usr/common/coco-r at the institute or http://www.ssw.uni-
linz.ac.at/Research/Projects/Coco/)  
You don't have to import the list into your database (this will be done in 
Assignment 5), but you have to display all the tokens.  

o Ambitious students read the list from 
http://www.softwareresearch.net/site/teaching/SS2004/se2/exercises/data_a_04.t
xt  
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